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BANACH ALGEBRAS WITH NON-HAUSDORFF STRUCTURE SPACES

BERTRAM YOOD

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. An example due to G W. Mackey is an instance of a class of Banach

algebras whose spaces of primitive ideas are not Hausdorff spaces.

1. Introduction

Let ty(A) be the structure space (space of primitive ideals) of a Banach

algebra A. Concerning ^ß(A) a standard reference on Banach algebras [7,

p. 135] stated in 1973 is: "The topology of the structure space has not so far

been very effectively related to the algebraic properties of general Banach

algebras,... ". Partly in response to this statement we related in [6] ?ß(A) be-

ing a discrete space and ?ß(A) having a dense set of isolated points with the

algebraic nature of A .
From the beginning of Banach algebra theory there has been at hand a promi-

nent example of a Banach algebra whose structure space (space of primitive

ideals) is not a Hausdorff space. This example is the disc algebra (see [1; 5, p.
303]). That structure space (there the space of maximal ideals) is even anti-

Hausdorffia the sense that the intersection of any two nonempty open subsets

is nonempty.
We show first that a Banach algebra A has a structure space which is anti-

Hausdorff if and only if its radical is a prime ideal in A . Such Banach algebras

also play a vital role in the development which we now describe.
Let IF be a closed subalgebra of a Banach algebra A. We study B =

c(A, W) which consists of all sequences {x„} where each x„ £ A and limx„ £

W. This is a Banach algebra under the usual rules for combining sequences

where {x„}{y„} = {x„yn}, and the norm is given by ||{x„}|| = sup(||x„||).

For each primitive ideal Q of W the set of all sequences {x„} in B where
limx„ £ Q is a primitive ideal of B (see §3 ). Such a primitive ideal we call
a limit primitive ideal of B. Our interest in these ideals was aroused by an

example due to G. W. Mackey described in [5, p. 82]. There A is the set of all
two-by-two matrices over the complex field and W is the set of all its diagonal

matrices. Then B has two distinct limit primitive ideals Kx and K2 which are
an anti-Hausdorff pair in the sense that each open subset in the structure space

containing Kx intersects nonvacuously each open subset containing K2.
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We show that if either A or W has an anti-Hausdorff structure space then

any two limit primitive ideals of B form an anti-Hausdorff pair. This allows us

to have a rather natural commutative example where we have such pairs. Let

A = W be the disc algebra, and let zx ^ z2 be two points in the disc. Let Pk

be the set of all sequences {/„} in B, such that (lim fn)(zk) = 0, k = 1, 2.
Then Px and P2 form an anti-Hausdorff pair in y$(B).

On the other hand, we show that if IF is a two-sided ideal in A which does

not have an anti-Hausdorff structure space then there is a pair of limit primitive

ideals of B which is not an anti-Hausdorff pair.

2. Anti-Hausdorff STRUCTURE SPACES

Let R be a ring and J be the radical of R. Let y$(R) denote the structure

space of R (the space of primitive ideals of R ) topologized as in [3, Chapter

IX]. For a subset 6 of %$(R) the closure of 6 is the set of Q £ y$(R) for which

Q D f){P £ y(R) :P£&}. Then a set in qj(ü) of the form {P £ qj(Ä) : x g
F} , for an element x £ R, is clearly an open subset of ^ß(R). These open sets,

as x ranges over R, form a basis for the open subsets of %S(R) (see [2, p. 18]).

A basic open set {P £ yß(R) : x £ P} is nonempty if and only if x £ J.

Lemma 2.1. For a prime ideal P in a ring R we have P = {x £ R: RxR c P}.

Proof. We may suppose that F is a proper ideal in R. Let K be the set

of x £ R for which RxR c F. Clearly K D P. Suppose that w £ R and
w d¿ p. As P is a prime ideal, there exists y £ R such that wyw £ P. Hence

wR (t P. As F is a proper ideal, we have R <t P. Then by [4, Theorem 4.3]
we cannot have RwR c F. Therefore, K c F.

Lemma 2.2. The radical J is a prime ideal in R if and only if for every a,

b £ R where a $. J, b £ j there is some P £ ^ß(R) with a f P and b £ P.

Proof. Let J be a prime ideal in R. Suppose that for each F £ %S(R) either

a £ P or b £ P. Then aRb c F for each F G <$(R) so that aRb C /. Then
either a £ J or b £ J .

Assume that for each a £ J, b £ J we have some F G Vß(R) where a $ P

and b $ P. If we take vRw c J for v, w £ R we must show that either

v £ J or w £ J. Now, for each F £ 9ß(R), we have RvRRwR c F. Then
either RvR c F or RwR c P. By Lemma 2.1 we see that either v £ P or

w £ P. Then by our assumption we see that either v £ J or w £ J.

Theorem 2.3. ?ß(R) is an anti-Hausdorff space if and only if J is a prime ideal
in R.

Proof. Let {F g %s(R) : ak £ P}, k = 1, 2, be two nonempty basic open

subsets of 9ß(R) so that each ak £ J. Their interaction is nonempty if and

only if there is some Q £ 9ß(R) where ak ^ Q, k = 1, 2. By Lemma 2.2
yp(R) is then an anti-Hausdorff space if and only if / is a prime ideal in R.

Corollary 2.4. Let W be a two-sided ideal in R. If ?ß(R) is an anti-Hausdorff
space, then so is ?ß(W).

Proof. Let a and b be in W, but neither in the radical W (1J of W. Then,
by Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, there is some F G Vß(R) where a £ P and

b £ P.  However, by [5, Theorem 2.6.6], F r\W is a primitive ideal of W
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not containing either a or b. Hence, y$(W) is an anti-Hausdorff space by

Theorem 2.3.

3. On <p(5) for B = c(A, W)

We employ the notation of § 1. First we determine the nature of the primitive

ideals of B. For each positive integer m let Km be the set of all sequences
{x;} in B where x¡ = 0 forj^m. Then Km is a closed two-sided ideal

of B identifiable with A. Let Y £ <p(5) where YJ Km. Then YnKm is a
primitive ideal of Km by [3, Proposition 2, p. 206]. Now let Zm be the set of
all {x;} £ B where xm = 0. This is a two-sided ideal of B. As KmZm = (0)
and Km ctY then Zm cY. Hence, there is P £%i(A) so that Y is the set of all

{xj} £ B where xm £ P. We call this set P(m). Conversely, let F0 G ty(A).

By [3, Proposition 2, p. 206] there is To G ?ß(B) where Y0 n Km is the set
of {Xj} where xm £ Po and x¡ = 0 for j ^ m. Reasoning as above we see

T0 D Zm so that T0 = Po(m).
Suppose now Y £ ?ß(B) and Y contains every Km . Then Y contains every

{xy} where x7 = 0 for all but a finite number of indices. Now Y is closed

so that Y D L where L is the set of {x;} with limx; = 0. Of course, B/L

is isomorphic to W. By [3, Proposition 1, p. 205] Y/L is isomorphic to a
primitive ideal of W. Thus, there is a primitive ideal F of IF so that Y is
the set of all {x/} G B where limx, G F. Conversely any such set is a primitive
ideal of B . We refer to the primitive ideals just described as limit primitive
ideals of B.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that either %5(A) or ?ß(W) is an anti-Hausdorff space.
Let 0i and <S2 be open sets in %S(B) each containing a limit primitive ideal.

Then <SX n <&2 is nonempty.

Proof. Let Yk he a limit primitive ideal of B, k = 1, 2. There exist Qk £
¥(W), k = 1,2, so that

T* = {{xk} £ B : limxfc £ Qk},       k = 1, 2.

Let 2^ be a basic open neighborhood of Yk in Vß(B), k = 1, 2. Then there
exists a sequence {ykj} , j = 1,2, ... , k = 1, 2, where

^ = {rGW:{y,,,} i Y],        k=l,2.

As Yk £ % we see that lim;yfc j ^ Qk, k = 1, 2.

Suppose first the ^P(^4) is an anti-Hausdorff space. We must show that ^[0^

is nonempty. Consider the case where, for some positive integer m , yx<m £ J

and V2>m ̂ /. By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 there is a primitive ideal Fo

of A so that yx>m £ F0 and y2,m $ Po. But then F0(w) lies in ^n^.
Therefore, ÍA[ n % is not empty if we rule out the possibility that, for each

positive integer «, either yx>n £ J or y2>„ G /. In that case either yx¡n £ J

for infinitely many integers n or y2n £ J does so. Say yXi„ £ J for infinitely

many «. Then limyi^ G /. But then limy! „ £ J f) W, which is in the
radical of IF ; whence limy! „ G Qx, contrary to our set-up.

Suppose next that ty(W) is an anti-Hausdorff space. Now limy^ „ £ Qk,

k = 1, 2, so that by Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 there is some Q^ £ ?ß(W)
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where limyk „ £ Qy, k = 1, 2. But then ?^n^ must contain that primitive

ideal of B made up of all {x,} G B where limx, G Qi .
In the example of [5, p. 82] ty(A) is an anti-Hausdorff space and ?ß(W) is

not. A case for Theorem 3.1 where ?ß(A) is not an anti-Hausdorff space and
yS(W) is one comes with the choice for A as the set of continuous functions

on the unit disc in the complex plane and W as the disc algebra.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that W is a closed two-sided ideal of A. There exist two

limit primitive ideals of B = c(A, W) which do not form an anti-Hausdorff pair

if and only if ?ß(W) is not an anti-Hausdorff space.

Proof. Note that by Corollary 2.4, ?ß(W) must be an anti-Hausdorff space if

?ß(A) is. By Theorem 3.1 it is enough to show the "if statement. Suppose

that ^(W) is not an anti-Hausdorff space. The radical of W is JDW. From

Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.2 we see that there exist elements a and b in W

neither in J n W so that every Q £ *p( W) contains at least one of a and b .

There must be some Qx £ty(W) where a $ Qx as a is not in the radical of

W. Then b £ Qx. Likewise there is Q2 £ ^ß(W) where b $ Q2 and a£Q2.
Consider two elements {a,-} and {bj} in B where a¡ = a and bj = b for

each positive integer j . Take the sets in ^ß(B) :

Tx = {Y£^(B):{aj) i Y},        T2 = {Y £%(B) : {bj} i Y) .

2*í is a neighborhood of the limit primitive ideal of all {Vj} £ B where limvj £
Qx, and ^ is a neighborhood of the limit primitive ideal of all {wj} £ B where

lim Wj £Q2. We show that ^ n 2^ is empty.
We first examine Y £ ?ß(B) which is not a limit primitive ideal. There is

some F G ̂ (A) and a positive integer m so that Y = P(m). If P D W, then

we see that \af} G Y and {bj} £Y. If F 2 W, then, as PnW £ y$(W), at
least one of a and b is P. Hence, either {a¡} G Y or {bj} £ Y. In either
case T fails to be in at least one of Wx and T^2.

Next suppose Y is a limit primitive ideal of B . There is Q £?ß( W) so that
T = {{Xj} : limxj £ Q] . But Q must contain at least one of a and b so that

again Y fails to be in one of Wx or 2^ .

4. On isolated points in *#(B)

In the special case of the Mackey example [5, p. 82] the isolated points of

ty(B) are determined. We examine the isolated points of <p(5). Let 0(A) be

the set of isolated points of A and 3(B) those of B. The Mackey example

has the property that 3(B) is dense in <P(5) and 3(B) ¿ <!ß(B). We show that

if 3(A) is dense in ty(A) and W is not a radical algebra, then 3(B) is dense

in ys(B) and 3(B) ¿ qj(fi).

Lemma 4.1. 7/ F g 3(A) then P(m) £ 3(B). If P is in the closure of 3(A) then
P(m) is in the closure of 3(B).

Proof. Suppose that F g 3(A). Select w £ A so that {Q £ Vß(A) : w <£ Q}
is an open set in ?ß(A) containing just F. Thus w £ Q for all Q £ yS(A),

ß t¿ F. We consider the sequence {x;} where xm = w and x¡ = 0 for j ^ m ,

and set T = {Y £ <p(5) : {x;} g Y}. This is a neighborhood of P(m). As
{Xj} lies in every Q(m), Q ^ P in ty(A), in every P(j), j ¿ m, and in every

limit primitive ideal of B, we see that P(m) g 3(B).
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Now suppose that F is in the closure of 3(A). Let T = {T G y(B) :
{yj} i T}be a neighborhood of P(m) so that ym i P. Then {Q £ *ß(A) :
ym $■ Q] contains some g0 G 3(A). Then {yj} <£ Qo(m) so that Qo(m) £<V.

By the above we have Qo(m) £ 3(B).

Lemma 4.2. The radical K of B is the set of all {x„} in B where every xn £ J.

Proof. Let {x„} G K . As {x„} G flí^í^) : p 6 V(A)} we see that xm £ J for
each positive integer m. Suppose every xn £ J and {xn} £ B. Clearly {x„}

lies in every P(m), P £ ?ß(A). Now W r\ J is an ideal in W all of whose

elements have spectral radius zero. Thus W n J is contained in the radical of

IF. Hence, limx„ lies in that radical so that {x„} lies in every limit primitive

ideal of B. Thus {x„} £ K .
In particular, B is semisimple if A is semisimple.

Theorem 4.3. If 3(A) is dense in y$(A), then 3(B) is dense in <p(5). No limit
primitive ideal of B is in 3(B).

Proof. Suppose that 3(A) is dense in ty(A). For each positive integer m set

Tm = f|{F(m) : F g 3(A)}.

Then Tm is the set of all {x„} G B where xm £ J. By Lemma 4.1 the
intersection of all the Y £ 3(B) is contained in the intersection of all the sets

Tm . But that is, by Lemma 4.2, the radical of B. Hence, 3(B) is dense in

V(B).
Let To be a limit primitive ideal of B where To is the set of all {x„} in

B with limx„ G Q for some Q £ y(W). Let T = {Y £ qj(£) : {y„} i r}be
an open neighborhood of To in %S(B). As To G "V, we have limy„ g Q.
It cannot happen that every yn £ J, for otherwise limy„ G W n J which

is contained in the radical of W. There is then a positive integer m where
ym $ J. For some F g %S(A) we have ym <£ P. Consequently P(m) e^ so

that r0 cannot be in 3(B).
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